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Abstract— The objective of this work is to demonstrate the
possibility of using primitives for on-line generation of complex
movements that ensure motion of bipedal humanoid robots in
unstructured environment where on-line generation of motion is
required. Primitives represent simple movements that are either
reflex or learned. Each primitive has its parameters and
constraints that are determined on the basis of the movements
capable of performing by a human. The set of all primitives
represents the base from which primitives are selected and
combined for the purpose of performing the corresponding
complex movement. It is convenient to describe primitives on the
kinematic level (shape of motion is easily visible) but motion have
to be learned and executed as set of synchronized driving torques
(to system are forwarded corresponding motor control variables).
Shape of executed motion serve as a visual supervision of motion
appropriateness.
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I.

INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)

In the realization of their movements, many humanoid
robots use predefined reference motions [1-4], the main goal
in their realization being to prevent fall, i.e. to preserve
dynamic balance, and then, realize the intended movement in a
most faithful way. On the basis of defined motion that satisfies
all preset kinematic and dynamic requirements (this motion is
called reference motion), control quantities are generated that
will be forwarded to the actuators to realize the reference
motion. By including dedicated control for dynamic balance
preservation it can be ensured the elimination of errors arising
due to the ever-present disturbances. It is generally known that
bipedal robots are very sensitive to disturbances, and that
maintenance of dynamic balance represents the primary
control task. In [4, 5], different control algorithms were
analyzed based on classical PID regulators for preserving an
anthropomorphic motion, whereas a separate control law was
defined, based on the deviation of the ZMP from its reference
position, for preserving dynamic balance. The notion of
dynamic balance has been considered in detail in [6, 7],
especially from the aspect of biological principles that are
used to preserve it, as well as in the case of a non-standard
foot-ground contact. In [8], a comparison was made of the
fuzzy logic control and PID control. The mentioned strategies
were mainly adequate for compensating small disturbances,
whereas the compensation of large disturbances requires a

different approach. The problem of classifying disturbances as
small and large ones has been considered in detail in [9].
However, for use of humanoids in unstructured environment realization of appropriate motion (it can’t be programmed in advance but have to be synthesized on-line during
robot action on the basis of current situation) is main problem.
Current techniques applied for on-line motion synthesis lack
fast response and flexibility and new methods are needed.
From biology we can learn a lot. First, from [10] is clear
that electrical microstimulation of same spinal interneuronal
region of spinal cord evoked synergistic contractions that
generate forces that direct handlimb toward an equilibrium
point in space. The collection of the measured forces
corresponded to a well-structured spatial pattern (vector field)
that was convergent and characterized by single equilibrium
point. Second, there are important findings about modular
organization of spinal motor systems in the frog spinal cord.
These experiments found that only a few distinct types of
motor outputs could be evoked by such stimulation. However,
when stimulation was applied simultaneously, to two different
sites in the spinal cord, each of which when stimulated
individually produced a different type of motor output, the
resulting motor output was a simple combination of separate
motor outputs [10]. Based on these observations it was
proposed that complex movements might be produced by the
flexible combination of a small number of spinally generated
motor patterns.
Idea of using primitives is not new. For example, in [1118], the authors used the entire movement as a primitive (overall gait, transition from standing to walking, etc.). In [11]
authors used a library of motion primitives where each
primitive is a single step. Library of motion primitives actually
represents set of different steps. Depending on the
requirements and robot state, each time a new primitive is
selected from library. In [13] authors describe approach to
generate walking primitive databases where each primitive is
cyclic walk with different parameters. They also generate a
different primitive for transition from one cyclic walk to
another. In [16] was presented a general framework for
learning motor skills which is based on a thorough,
analytically understanding of a robot task representation and
execution. In [17-18] was presented an approach for on-line
segmentation of whole body human motion observation and
learning.
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Figure 1. Stick diagrams of the humanoid robot model in the realization of primitives by the swing leg: a) leg bending, b) leg stretching. And support leg c)
stretching, d) inclining, by which the system
as a whole
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Our approach is different. An essential difference between
such approach and the one proposed in this work is that the
on-line motion is formed by a combination of primitives and
not of the complex movements recorded in advance. Complex
movements were decomposed into simple movements, called
primitives (e.g. leg stretching, leg bending, hip turning, etc.).
The basic idea is to enable system to learn to execute on-line
each primitive with different parameters (let say, leg bending
to different knee and hip angles) from different initial
positions. Movement may be continued (if needed) with
another primitive (also, on-line selected) to perform complex
movement. For example, movement of leg in swing phase
consists of leg bending immediately followed by leg stretching
(see Fig. 1). In addition, primitives can be added on top of
each other (superimposed) in case current motion is basically
properly executed, but small corrections are needed. For
example, human, even when dynamic balance is not directly
endangered, realizes reflexly a series of simple movements
and changes his motion in real time. Thus, for example, if in
the course of the gait a need arises to modify the motion (e.g.
there appears an obstacle that is to be bypassed or the need to
walk the staircases) the human does not waste time on
calculation of a new and complex motion to be realized and of
new kinematic and dynamic parameters of motion, but it
selects the most appropriate primitive from the already learned
ones, by adjusting only some of the basic parameters such as
the height of the leg lifting, angle of leg bending or the stride
length. By introducing the base of primitives that
are realized by taking as a model human's movements, the aim
of this work was to demonstrate that the appropriate selection
and combination of primitives can yield the realization of a
complex motion that was not planned in advance.
In this work we will be focused to introduce idea of
composing complex movements from simple building blocks,
and basic explanations of the notion and forms of primitives.
Our approach will be illustrated on the example of movement
realization of the leg in swing phase. Further development of
this approach will be reported in our forthcoming articles.
II.

decomposed into primitives, and how the primitives can be
combined into more complex motion.
A. Primitives
The term primitive stands for a simple reflex or learned
movement that a human or robot is capable to realize. A
primitive itself should be simple in order it could be easily
movement usually performed by simultaneous and
synchronized action of more joints. Selection of movement to
be adopted as a primitive is not unique but is based on our
expertise. It is our understanding that primitive itself should be
simple movement in order it could be easily combined with
the other primitives. This implies that certain primitive can be
included in different complex movements. Each primitive is
parameterized and has the following parameters: intensity of
the movement in the span of 0-1 (which determines the extent
to which, for example, a leg is to be bent or stretched), time
instant from which the primitive execution should be started,
and duration of the primitive execution.
Fig. 1 a) and b) shows stick diagrams representing bending
and stretching (at the hip, knee and the ankle) of the leg in
swing phase and leg: stretching of the supporting leg (Fig. 1c),
as well as the primitive for the mechanism's inclination forward
(Fig. 1d).

BASICS ABOUT MOTION DECOMPOSITION AND
SYNTHESIS

Motion can be considered as composed of set basic
movements which can be learned and easily combined. In this

Figure 2. Change of the angles at the ankle, knee, and the hip during swing
phase in the case of leg bending.

Each of the primitives is realized by activating one or more
DOFs. Thus, for example, the primitive for bending the leg in
swing phase involves activation of the joints at the hip, knee
and ankle of the swing leg. Fig. 2 shows the primitives at each
of these joints for the case of leg bending presented in Fig. 1
a). In this case the magnitude of the angle at the knee is twice
larger than, and is of an opposite sign to, the magnitudes of the
angles at the hip and the ankle. It should be noticed that in this
case the angle of the toes link remained constant all the time
and equal zero; hence its diagram has not been shown. Also, it
is worth noting that the primitives can be changed very easily
in the sense of varying the range of the changing angle (by
multiplying with a factor smaller than 1 the span of the angle
change will be narrower compared to qmax, where qmax
represents the maximal value of the angle allowed by the
structure of the given joint, so that there is no sense to
multiply the qmax by a factor that is greater than 1), as well as
by changing the duration of its realization (faster or slower
movement execution).
In the realization of the primitive for stretching of the
supporting leg (Fig. 1c) use is made of the ankle, knee, and hip
joints. By the realization of primitives for stretching the
supporting leg these joints move so to ensure that at the end of
the movement, when the stretching intensity was preset to 1,
the leg is fully stretched, which corresponds to the angles at
the joints of 0 rad
In the realization of the primitive for inclining, the
supporting leg is activated again and the same joints are used as
in the realization of the primitive for stretching the supporting
leg (Fig. 1d), but now the toes link is also activated since the
rear part of the foot (heel) separates from the ground and the
system remains supported only on the link of the toes. With
this primitive, the angles at the joints of the knee and hip are of
the opposite sign to the angles at the links of the toes and ankle,
to ensure keeping the trunk in the upright position with respect
to the external coordinate frame.
Primitives shown here are just examples indentified on the
basis of human motion for purpose of walking realization, what
is our focus at the moment.
It also should be noted that, considering kinematics, motion
at each joint is of simple “s” shape. However, motion is
realized by applying appropriate driving torques at joints, and
for same shape of movement (with different starting points)
driving torques at joints varies. Exact driving torque depends of
“gravity contribution” to joint load which vary with different
position of leg in space etc. This means that shape of motor
control variable do not correspond always to movement shape.
B. Composing primitives
In this section we will present horizontal flat surface walking
motion entirely synthesized using primitives. Motion showed
here started at the initial moment when robot was standing still
at double support phase. Then, motion started. Robot first
transfer complete weight to right leg and started first half-step
by lifting up left leg (leg entered swing phase) and moving it
to front position. When left leg touched ground double-support
phase was established again. Walking process continued and
left leg become support leg, right leg was deployed from

ground (right leg become leg in swing phase) and it was
transferred from back to front position.
In Fig. 3 are shown stick diagrams of synthesized motion.
Primitives were applied at each joint. To obtain highly
anthropomorphic walk it is very important to define
appropriate starting and ending points for each primitive and
motion intensity.

Figure 3. Side view (left) and perspective view (right) at the stick
diagram representing starting walking

We decide to illustrate approach on the joint that was active
at all phases of motion (Fig. 4). This was hip joint of left leg
for rotation about axis orthogonal on the motion direction. The
following primitives were applied. Leg bending was applied
with intensity 0.6, followed by leg in swing phase stretching
with intensity 0.15. Then, for next 0.5s no additional primitives
were applied and joint keep its current position. Then, leg at
swing phase come to contact with ground and it become
support leg and primitive for support leg stretching (Fig. 1 c)
with intensity 1 was applied. Last primitive applied is
inclination of overall system (Fig. 1 d) with intensity 0.35.
Complete movement duration is 4s.

Figure 4. Diagrams of composing the motion at the at the hip joint of
left leg by superimposing primitives

This example is given just to explain and illustrate basic idea
of composing movements. However, primitives are not
composed by selecting motion for each joint separately, but by
selecting motion „as a whole“. For example, motion of leg in
swing phase is composed by realization of two primitives: leg
bending followed by leg stretching. Each primitive ensures
synchronized motion of all joints involved.
III.

MOTION LEARNING

Simple motion of human limbs (for example, 3D human
hand motion along straight line) requires very complex,
simultaneous and well synchronized change of joints angles.
Task is becoming even more complex when it is clear that it
has to be synthesized and performed on-line on the basis of
current state of the robot-environment interaction and can not
be prepared in advance.
Having in mind findings reported in [10] we believe that
human learn some basic motions and when needed it just have
to be recalled and replayed. Another important point of [10] is
that same stimuli drive limb to same point irrespectible of its
initial position (whole vector field is formed). And finally,
those vector fields are additive. We believe approach with
similar characteristics is needed for robots, too.
It have to be underlined difference between kinematic and
dynamic composition of primitives. In case of kinematic
composition just shape of movement have to be achieved
while dynamics composition suppose learning of driving
torques to achieve desired movement. In case of walking,
additional requirements of dynamic balance is permanently
present. This is reason why we employed learning of
movement by SVM in presented example of leg motion.
A. How to learn primitives?
Let us explain approach we advocate on the example of
bending leg in swing phase. The first characteristic of this
movement is that spatial trajectory of ankle is approximately
straight line during normal walking without obstacles.
Bending intensity and bending speed is choice of human, and
it is possible to realize movement with different motion
parameters and from different initial positions.
In Fig. 5 are illustrated two different examples of leg
bending. In both cases small circles denote initial and terminal
position of swing leg ankle (terminal position is defined by
bending intensity). If bending intensity is larger ankle terminal
position is higher.

For leg bending realization using SVM it is necessary to
define set of inputs and outputs. As inputs were adopted:
bending intensity, movement velocity (specified by movement
duration), current velocity of ankle, current values of angles
and current angular velocities at knee and hip (3 DoFs - at hip
rotation is about x-axis (joint unit vector is parallel to walking
direction) and y-axis (joint unit vector is orthogonal to walking
direction), and at knee rotation is about y axis). Outputs are
driving torques at hip and knee. At starting position leg is not
moving and driving torques has to be such defined to ensure
that (just to compensate gravity). Then, torques should be such
to ensure linear ankle trajectory whose terminal point is defined
by bending intensity. When ankle terminal point is reached
torques should be such to keep leg at this position.

z
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Figure 6. Desired ankle linear trajectory during leg bending

Let linear ankle trajectory is sketched in Fig. 6. Origin of
the arrow is at ankle initial, end is at its terminal position.
Ankle linear trajectory can be defined by specifying ankle
linear velocity. To minimize jerk it is adopted velocity profile
as sketched in Fig. 7 for all three velocity vector components.
Because integral of ankle velocity is equal to trajectory length
this will ensure that bending is performed in desired manner.
In addition, ankle trajectory is spatial, and it follows that ankle
velocity have three components. Due to simplicity in Fig. 7 is
shown just velocity profile in x direction.

Figure 7. Prescribed ankle velocity profile in x-direction, tprim is
primitive execution time period, vmax is maximal ankle velocity

a)
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Figure 5. Examples of leg bending with different starting positions and
deifferent intensities; a) leg bending intensity is 91%, b) leg bending
intensity is 50%

If movement velocity increase time needed for motion
realization (tprim,) is shorter, but intensity of maximal ankle
velocity is increased. On the basis of:
q L = J -1L v skz 





angular velocities qL at knee and hip joint can be determined.
v skz denotes current ankle velocity, while values of Jacobian
matrix represent relationship between leg's joints angular
velocities and ankle linear velocity.
To perform training of SVM appropriate driving torques has
to be determined. At initial moment of leg bending realization
leg posture, i.e. angles q L (0) at knee and hip are known. At
this moment angular velocities and accelerations ( q L (0) and
q L (0) ) are equal to zero. Knowing ankle linear velocity for
whole movement, q L (0  dt ) in next iteration can be
determined from (1). Accordingly, by integrating angular
velocity and by differentiating it q L (0  dt ) and
q L (0  dt ) can be obtained. All other joints are supposed to be
fixed (angles remain constant, angular velocities and
accelerations are equal to zero). In this way, trajectories,
velocities and accelerations ( q(t ) , q(t ) and q(t ) ) are known
for all joints of robot. This means that motion of complete
system is known and, accordingly, driving torques:

τ(t ) = H(q(t ))  q(t ) + h0 (q(t ),q(t )) 



for all joints can be computed (H is inerta matrix, h0 is vector
comprising all velocity effects). Stick diagrams in Fig. 8.
illustrate two cases of bending. For simulated movement
driving torques are determined according to already described
procedure.

Figure 8. Humanoid robot stick dijagram performing leg bending: a)
bending intensity 48%, movement velocity 22% b) bending intensity 46%,
movement velocity (specified by movement duration) 74%

To use SVM we need to ensure proper training set. Let us
remind once more that inputs to SVM are bending intensity,
movement velocity (specified by movement duration), current
ankle velocity, current leg posture, i.e. current values of angles
and current angular velocities of performing leg, while outputs
are driving torques. Because bending can be performed from
any possible initial position training set should span, as much
as possible, over initial postures which may appear. Training
set should also span whole range of all possible bending intensities and velocities. First, leg initial posture, bending intensity
and movement velocity are randomly determined.
Both, leg bending intensity and movement velocity are
specified in range of 10% till 100%. In Fig. 9 are shown legs
terminal positions in case minimal (10%) and maximal
(100%) bending intensities were specified.

Figure 9. Terminal position of bended leg when bending intensity is
10% (left) and 100% (right)

In case minimal movement velocity was specified
tprim=0.25s. If maximal movement velocity was selected then
tprim=0.9s. Movement duration in each particular case is
specified by selecting parameter S from range (10%-100%)
where S=10% correspond to tprim=0.25s and S=100%
correspond to tprim=0.9s. Please note, that maximal velocity is
calculated on the basis of S. Maximal velocity also depend on
path length ankle has to travel along. Initial posture of leg in
swing phase should be randomly selected from predefined
range for each joint. Accordingly, hip rotation about x axis can
be selected from range [-5o, 25o], hip rotation about y axis
from [-80o, 60o] while for knee range is specified by [0o, 100o].
The procedure of determining the input and output
quantities for training data set is as follows:
1. Starting posture of the robot's leg is determined by
random selection of hip and knee joint angles from
predefined range.
2. Intensity (I) of leg bending and parameter (S) are
also selected randomly.
3. Desired velocity profile of ankle (Fig. 7), is
calculated.
4. Then, procedure for driving torques computation is
following:
a. Now, desired ankle velocity profile is
known. In each iteration corresponding
angular velocities at leg's joints are
calculated from (1).
b. After that, at each joint are calculated
angle and angular acceleration.
c. Since whole system state is known
(angles, angular velocities and accelerations at all joints) driving torques are
calculated from (2).
In this way all input and output data for SVM
training set for this time instant are specified. Then,
procedure continue for next time instant
5. Procedure is repeated till ankle is sufficiently close
to its terminal position, and when ankle velocity is
sufficiently low. Then, procedure for this
movement is stopped, new ankle starting position
is randomly selected (target point is defined by
intensity of leg bending) and steps 1-4 are repeated.
6. After sufficient number of performed movements,
the procedure is stopped.

In this way the leg bending is simulated from the arbitrary
point to the target point defined by intensity of leg bending.
For each time instant, the values of all input and output
quantities needed for SVM training are obtained. The input
vector [I S v skz qL qL ]T for the training set is of dimension
11 whereas the dimension of the output vector τ is 3.

The SRM, apart from minimizing the empirical errors, it also
minimizes the generalization errors (elements of the weight
matrix w). Hence, it follows that the structural error will be
minimized by minimizing function of the form:

R

B. SVM regression
There are a number of algorithms for approximating the
function for establishing the unknown interdependence
between the input and output data, but an ever-arising question
is how good is the approximation of the function y  f  x  . In
determining the approximation function, it is necessary to
minimize some of the error functions. The majority of the
algorithms for the function approximation minimize the
empirical error:
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Figure 10. Error function with the ε-zone of insensitivity

where l is the number of data serving as the basis for the
approximation; y i is the desired, and f a  xi  the
approximated value at the output; L is the cost function, which
may be linear, quadratic, or some other norm. Vapnik [19] has
introduced a general type of the error function

0,
y  f a (x, w)   
 y  f a (x, w)  ,



called the error function with the ε-zone of insensitivity. In
(9), the error is equal zero if the difference between the
approximate and the given value is smaller than ε (Fig. 10). It
should be noticed that the error function with the εinsensitivity zone defines an ε-tube around the output data.
With the function approximation algorithms that
minimize only the empirical error, there arises the problem of
a large generalization error. The problem appears when the
training set is small compared to the number of different data
that can appear at the input. Structural Risk Minimization
(SRM) is a new technique of the statistical learning theory,
which we will illustrate on the example of the linear
approximation function:
f a ( x)  w T x  b



Rn  R f . The kernel function  is chosen in advance, and it
remains constant for the problem that is currently solved. It
should be pointed out once more that the aim of introducing
this way of mapping is to obtain a problem in the higherdimensionality space, which can be then solved by linear
regression1. The most frequently used kernel functions  are
polynomials, Radial Basis Functions (RBF), sigmoidal
functions, etc.
IV.









In (11), the error function with the ε- insensitivity zone was
used as the L norm. The parameter C is the penalty parameter
which determines the extent to which the empirical error is
penalized relatively to the penalization of the large values in
the weighting matrix.
The SVM represents the implementation of the
minimization of the structural error. The linear SVM regression
(minimization of (11)) determines the elements of the weight w
and bias b matrices. Since the linear relation between the input
and output in real problems is rare, it is more often necessary to
determine a nonlinear approximation function. Since the SVM
easily solves the linear regression, the nonlinear tasks are then
mapped to a space of higher dimensionality, in which the task
becomes linear. The technique by which this is achieved is the
kernel trick [8], which assumes the choice of the kernel
function  which maps the input vector x  R n to the vector
z  R f , where the vector z belongs to a higher-dimensional
space compared to the space to which belongs the vector x .
Hence, z    x  , where  represents the mapping

y  f a (x, w)  
y  f a (x, w)  

l
1
2
w  C  y i  w  xi  b  
2
i 1

SIMULATION VERIFICATION

According to procedure described in section How to learn
primitives? (to prepare data for training set) simulation was
performed which lasted 100s. In this period 178 different initial
postures were generated and same number of leg bending were
performed. Training set has been formed on the basis of data
from every sampling period (in this case it was 1 ms) and it
was collected 100 000 input-output pairs. As a training set for
SVM was selected just 10% of all collected data 2 . Penalty
parameter C and ε zone of insensitivity has been selected as
1

Solution to the hypersurface f  wT (x)  b , which is linear in the

space R f , leads to a nonlinear hypersurface in the starting space
R n to which belongs the input vector x .
2 There are three reasons to select just 10% of available data. First
one is that for training set quadratic programming problem have to
be solved. This requires large memory resources and training is
time consuming. The second reason is that by selecting such size of
training set problem of over fitting is avoided. Third reason is that
such training set size was proven to be enough large for successful
training for such kind of problems [21].

100 and 0.1. Those parameters are specific for each particular
task and values were obtained by trial-and-error till satisfactory
response was obtained.
After SVM training has been completed performance
testing on humanoid model [20] was performed by simulation.
On the basis of specified leg bending intensity, movement
duration, current ankle velocity and current leg posture and
joints angular velocities (at knee and hip) driving torques are
obtained from SVM and applied on robot. Torques drive
system to new state, new torques are obtained, and procedure
repeats till movement is completed. In Fig. 11 and 12. are
shown two examples of leg bending performed

In second example (sketched in Fig 12) initial angles
intensities were 0o, 30o i 15o, respectively. Bending intensity
was 92%, and motion duration (parameter S) was 70%. Motion
was performed for tprim=0.46s. Distance between target ankle
position (defined by bending intensity) and achieved position
was 2.7cm.
To perform complete movement of the leg in swing phase
leg bending have to be continued by leg stretching. This was
not done yet but it is our intention to continue in this direction.
V.

CONCLUSION

One of the most important characteristics of environment
where humans are living and working is that it is unstructured.
This imply very serious task to humanoid robots sharing living
and working environment with humans to on-line synthesize
and execute motion which can not be defined (and
programmed) in advance. In this paper a novel approach of
composing complex motions from basic movements (called
primitives) is presented. Basic characteristic of proposed
method is that, once trained, system is able to perform
primitive from different starting points with different motion
parameters. Also, new primitive can be added when previous
is finished (or even before movement is over) without time
consuming calculations. This enable human-like motion and
on-line motion synthesis of humanoids in unstructured
environment.

Figure 11. Leg bending in case driving torques are obtained from SVM.
Bending intensity 41%, S is 45%
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